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a biography of subhash palekar was written by satish k. chopra. palekar left college at the age of nineteen,
and for thirty years taught himself by researching in libraries and by teaching himself. he did not go to college

again until he was forty-five. palekar has never attended college because he did not like the attitude of the
administration in the college. he learned farming by reading books, doing experiments and by practicing

natural farming. he worked as a farmer for thirty years and also taught farming. he has given talks at many
colleges and universities. he has been active in the indian farmers federation since the 1980s. he believes

that the basic philosophy of natural farming can be easily understood by farmers. he has written many books,
including the walk, the spirit of farming, and the art of natural farming. subash palekar has been a vocal critic

of chemical farming and of the government's extension services.. in this book, palekar has tried to put into
practice the ideas of zero budget natural farming as. subash palekar's philosophy of natural farming is based

on a simple belief: all living creatures should not be abused. this is because, if the living creatures are not
treated with care, they will not be able to provide the maximum service to man.. (subash palekar's books) are

very good and easy to understand. subash palekar has written three books on zero budget natural farming.
subhash palekar is a spiritual farmer who has travelled all over the world and he has told us the secret of zero

budget natural farming which was. as a farmer, i have known that there was a change in agriculture and it
was not good, so i started to search for good books about zero budget natural farming. during this period, he

was attracted to the indian vedas and upanishads.
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sh. subhash palekar is also widely known as the "padam bhushan" of our country. he has given
us the most refined and advanced concepts of agriculture and farming in a practical way, which

have brought about the highest yield in the country. that is why he is called "padam bhushan" by
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the country. he has given many traditional and indigenous techniques of farming to the world.
they are of value to those who wish to farm in traditional ways. he has been the pioneer of
natural farming all over the world. he writes in marathi, hindi, english, kannada, telugu, and

tamil. he writes in braille. he is the founder of the prakriti ka zadapatha (the bhushan of nature)
which has translated into many languages. this is the first book on natural farming in india. the

book explains the science of agriculture based on the knowledge of the ancient indian vedas and
vedangas. it is a scientific approach to agriculture. shri subhash palekar & dr. vasant dhupkar his
books are available in marathi, hindi, english, kannada, telugu and tamil. subhash palekar- the
father of zero budget natural farming is a very sincere and a unique thinker. he believes that to
work the soil, one needs to get his hands on the soil. he talks about soil related issues and the
farmers struggle in rural areas. he also gives life-saving advice to farmers and teaches them to
look at their farming activities in a different way. his method of farming is very useful and very

effective. he says the government should also follow his methods of farming. in fact, he has
written several books on zero budget farming. all the books are available in marathi, hindi,

english, kannada, telugu and tamil. 5ec8ef588b
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